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evolutioni ing personal radiation protection

Personal radiation protection devices used to 
protect from harmful ioni ing radiation are 
sometimes unpractical and difficult to use, 
resulting in unprotected body parts. Some 
protective garments can be uncomfortable 
and, heavy.1 The commonly used materials do 
not always allow a human-centered design or 
durable protection. ith Texray we may 
change that. 

e have invented a revolutioni ing novel 
material pla orm with a woven textile 
technology. The essence of the textile is the 
attenuating capacity which protects you from 
potentially harmful radiation. ith our 
innovation we enable unparalleled 
comfortability with pliable and breathable 
designs. eaving you to stay focused, highly 
protected and with peace of mind in the .

TH E H EA RT A ND SOUL 
OF  TEX RA Y TM

  

ell established is that during fluoroscopy 
assisted interventions, depending on factors 
such as patient obesity, procedural complexity 
and fluoroscopy time, medical practitioners are 
sub ected to relatively high radiation 
exposure.2 The current standards and practices 
are based on the premise that any radiation 
dose may result in unfavorable health 
effects.3,4,5,6,7

larmingly, over 50% of  staff do not feel 
adequately protected from radiation in the 

.  However, the ris  for developing 
radiation-induced diseases is still an ongoing 
debate among experts.9

 study on brain tumors occurring in medical 
practitioners with exposure to ioni ing 
radiation documented 5% left sided 
malignancy. ata available for 35 of 45 cases 
on the side of the brain involved. This 
accumulation of left-sided versus right-sided 
tumors could be due to the operators routine 
wor ing position. 0

REPORTED ERGONOMIC ISSUES:
+ bac nec  pain from using heavy and 
uncomfortable radiation protection devices.1

OCCUPA TIONA L H EA LTH  RISK S TH A T MA Y  
B E RELA TED TO RA DIA TION EX POSURE:
+ tumors cancer 0

+ cognitive impairments , 2

” here is no cut o  point for 
radiation induced damage. 

earn your IR fellows not only 
about interventions, but also 
about radiation.”

. . ee ers, Prof. meritus of adiology, 
msterdam niversity, The etherlands. 
ditor-in- hief I  ndovascular ournal
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MindPeac e™
- the ex tended thy ri od collar
+ nique extended nec  panel protection
(patent pending).

+ adiation doses can be reduced by 76-97%
during fluoroscopy-assisted interventions.13

+ educes your radiation exposure to the
lower and middle section of your head. 3, 4

+ May reduce scatter radiation towards
your eyes. 5

+ ead equivalance 0,35 mm Pb, total product
weight  422 gram

“Everything that reduces radiation is 
welcome, I think these products are 
very comfortable even after a few 
hours in the OR.”

Prof. . Sch fer, Interventional ardiology, 
undeswehr entral ran enhaus, 
oblen , ermany

.

H eadPeac e™
- the comfortable headband

+ The attenuation efficiency range from 76 to
97% in radiological interventions.13

+ educe radiation exposure towards the upper
section of your head up to 20 times. 6

+ Proven for its comfortability and to have no
negative effect on your head and wor  postures. 7

+ ead equivalance 0,25 mm Pb, total product
weight  247 gram

MAXIMIZE YOUR 
RADIATION PROTECTION



SCIENTIF IC EVIDENCE

RESULTS
Preliminary T  data showed that MindPeace (extended 
thyroid collar) reduce radiation in the throat, chin, and ear 
slices ( , , ). Some shielding effect using MindPeace was 
also seen in the brain and s ull slices ( , ). For the standard 
thyroid collar a reduction was only seen in the throat slice ( ) 
and partly in the chin slice ( ). HeadPeace showed a shielding 
effect in the s ull slice ( ) up to 2 cm depth where HeadPeace 
covered the phantom head.

CONCLUSION
For optimal radiation protection, devices that protect the 
entire operators head against scattered radiation should be 
used. However, in clinical practice, this may not always be 
possible. Moreover, particularly during complex cases when 
radiation protection may be most relevant, optimal placement 
of lead glasses may not always be achievable. HeadPeace and 
MindPeace may therefore provide complimentary protection. 4

Texray HeadPeace and MindPeace were evaluated for reducing radiation exposure to the head and nec  during clinical 
interventions.  standard thyroid collar and a ceiling-mounted lead glass shield were used as comparison.

P H ANTOM  STUDY
74 % ADDITIONAL 
DOSE REDUCTION

Schematic illustration of the expected 
result if MindPeace and HeadPeace 
reduction ratios were combined for 
the different phantom measurements 
in slices , , ,  and .

COMB INA TION OF 
H EA DPEA CE A ND MINDPEA CE

Schematic illustration of the 
reduction ratios for a standard 
thyroid collar in phantom slices 

, , , ,  for the investigated 
exposure situation.

STA NDA RD 
TH Y ROID COLLA R

RESULTS
The study showed a significant dose exposure of the head 
area with dose values of up to 4.4 mSv after only 20 
examinations. The protective effect was determined by 
evaluating the relative transmission depending on the 
dosimeter position. In neuroradiological interventions, 
the mean attenuation by HeadPeace was (90.3 ± 3.6)% 
and by MindPeace (96.7 ± 0.5)%. In general radiological 
interventions, a mean attenuation by HeadPeace was 
(75.5 ± 7.5)% and by MindPeace  (95.5 ± 0.6)%.

CONCLUSION
The attenuation efficiency ranged from 75.5-96.7% 
depending on the product and operational area. From a 
radiation safety perspective, wearing HeadPeace and 
MindPeace is recommended during fluoroscopy- assisted 
interventions.13

Neuro-radiology General-radiology

The dose exposure in the head area of medical practitioners during interventional radiology procedures was quantified using 
thermoluminiscence detectors which were calibrated to Hp(3). In addition, the protective effect of the Texray products was examined.
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CLINICAL STUDY
97% ADDITIONAL 
DOSE REDUCTION



PROTECTION:
LEA D EQ UIVA LENCE:

EC CERTIF IED A CCORDING:
TESTED A CCORDING TO:
CLEA NING:
CLOSING:

COVER TEX TILE:
SIZ E:
COLOUR:

TexrayTM

HeadPeace  0,25mm Pb
MindPeace  0,35mm Pb

 egulation 20 6 425 on PP
I  6 33 - 3 20 4
u ewarm water and soap solution

HeadPeace  lastic soft velcro 
MindPeace  3-step magnet

reathable high-quality polyester
S  M  

lac  (standard)

HeadPeace  PHP 025S  PHP 025M  PHP 025
MindPeace  PMP3035S  PMP3035M  PMP3035

A RT.  No. :

N E SWEDISH 
DESIGN 

+ To meet hygienic requirements outer
material is made from high quality textile,
enabling breathability and cleaning.

+ Pliable and comfortable towards your s in
with a soft touch fabric feel.

+ dded protection in clinical practice when
optimal positioning of lead shields are
insufficient or improperly positioned.

+ Improves ergonomic parameters such as
anthropometrics, biomechanics, water vapor
transport, thermal sensation.1

+ educes radiation exposure to human body
parts commonly not protected. 4

+ Proven for its functionality and usability in
clinical environments.13

+ o compromise on your, patient and medical
outcomes. 6

+ 30 times more durable compared to
competitive materials, preventing prematurely,
unsafe tears.18

+ ead-free material eliminating highly toxic
lead dust exposure with irreversible health
effects on vital organs.19

+ d ustable for perfect fit and compatible
with eye-lead glasses. HeadPeace comes with

elcro and MindPeace with magnetic closure.

“I believe these novel shields are a great 
innovation for e tended protection and 
optimi ed comfort. I nd it personally very 
important to minimi e my radiation 
e posure during endovascular procedures, 
for my own safety and health.”

“ e ray innovative protectors, are 
highly appriciated. I will continue doing 
advanced image guided surgical 
procedures for many years, so radiation 
is de nitely a relevand issue for me and 
my colleagues.” 

Prof. . Schmitto, ardiothoracic, Transplantation 
and ascular Surgery, Medical niversity Hospital 
Hannover, ermany

r. . Scmidt, Interventional ardiology, niversity 
Hospital eip ig, ermany



+ LEARN MORE AT
www.texray.io

Before using Texray products, we kindly advise you to read the 
Instruction For Use  and the product disclaimer found on Texray 
website. If in doubt please contact your local Texray Distributor or 
Texray AB directly by email.

www.texray.io | info@texray.io #OccupationalRadiationEquipment
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